
H2H3 RUN #463 – Saturday 25th September 2021. 

 

Location:  South of Route 1049 Black Mountain Road close to the Bypass 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.604770, E 99.869911 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/t8ggkMSJ6hBzY2Th8 

 

Hares:  Donga, Ding-a-Ling and Honeymoon 

Biermeister Team:  Ballbanger & Hong Ting Tong 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Tax Collector:  African Queen 

Scribe:  Tinks 

 

Number of Hashers:  26 

 

Pre-Run 

A visit to an area south side of the Black Mountain Road and close to the bypass.  The Hares had selected a 

suitable area close to a water tower which would prove to be a good landmark when returning on the trail.  The 

weather was dry although overcast and the pack started gathering around 4:00 pm.  and by the time of the GM’s 

call to the pre-run circle the pack was 24 strong with Slime and Lucky Me arriving after the pack had left.  The 

Hares briefing advised of two trails and one split/merge with some false trails.  Mudman sort clarification on the 

false trails and Donga confirmed that the true trail would be somewhere along the trail from the last check but 

not back to the check.   

 

The Trail  

 

The Trail set out towards the south and then headed west to the first false trail which according to the FRB’s was 

rather long.  The walkers having the found trail headed on in a westerly direction and the FRB’s pass only to be 

confronted with another False Trail.   Having found trail the next stop was the Rambo/Walk split.  Walkers to the 



left and Rambo’s to the right.  The Rambo Trail came out on the Black Mountain Road and headed towards the 

bypass before breaking left and skirting round sugar cane and pineapple fields before arriving at the bypass.  A 

short trip along the hard shoulder of the bypass to a rest station where the paper trail was not so obvious.  The 

trail disappeared down an embankment and then followed the river before heading south along a dirt road to a 

check.  It was along the river section that some hashers encountered bees/wasps and although me and Pippin 

passed through without problems there was an outburst of F’s from Jock Twat.  Apparently got stung and bitten 

on the ankle.  The trail then went left and skirted round a walled compound to a bridge crossing the river.  Shortly 

thereafter the trail headed back north alongside the river and in places through water.  The trail then reached 

the merge point and followed the out trail back to the water tower which was clearly visible at this point.  For 

some reason although having passed an ON IN sign, Mudman, Cock in a Frock and checkless followed the paper 

on the original out trail to the RW split and then completed the walkers trail back to the finish. 

 

Pre-Circle: 

Upon my arrival back there was concern that the Rambo’s were not back and lost somewhere on trail.  This 

proved not to be the case as they missed the On In sign and only followed paper on the right.  Plenty of cold 

beverages and snacks on hand until the GM called the post run circle. 

 

Circle Down-Downs:  

Hares:  Donga and Ding-a-Ling - given a 6/10 for the trails 

Returner:  given a second for drinking before time 

Teapotting:  Brambles 

300 Runs:  Brambles Bill - Most memorable hash the cave crawl. 

Joker:  Donga 

Obscenity in the circle:  Cock in a Frock 

Joker:  Rubber Duck. 

Failing to call On On : Ding-a-Ling and Rose – DaL for not advising Rose 

on Hash calls 

Next week’s Hares:  Brambles Bill – somewhere near Red Mountain. 

Joker:  Brambles Bill 

 

On On Tinks 

 


